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PRESS RELEASE:     World Expert on Sacred Geometry and "The Science & Politics of Bliss" - speaker,
teacher and scientist Dan Winter presents talks and seminars in 30 cities 10 countries again this year. See
soulinvitation.com/course.

Teaching bliss & ecstasy as a SCIENCE, Dan's programs are designed to empower people of all ages to under-
stand and take responsibility for emotional and evolutionary states, through an intimate understanding of the
very Essence of Life. Using vibrant animations and easy-to-follow descriptions, Dan demystifies sacred geom-
etry in nature, the cosmos and even our own DNA as represented by the GOLDEN MEAN RATIO ? the diagram
of BLISS.

Quoting from the Rainbow Serpent Festival (attended by 5000 people) Workshop: "Our Festival is honored by
the presence of on of the world's leading experts on Sacred Geometry. Dan Winter has mapped the fundamental
structures that form the universe and our reality through the physics of sacred geometry. His presentation imple-
ments the music of bliss and teaches the scientific nature of self-empowering peak experience. A fascinating
source of information and exceptional opportunity for raising awareness."

A unique part of Dan's work (featured on BayFM) is his focus on the human heart and the science behind en-
lightenment. His invention the HeartTuner is sensitive enough to measure moments of EMPATHY and CO-
HERENT EMOTION alone and between people. The computerized equipment analyses an EKG signal in real
time and clearly, graphically registers moments of passion, empathy and love. The HeartTuner is currently in use
worldwide in clinics, hospitals, and by qualified trainers for addiction recovery, ADD-treatment, holistic healing,
Tantra, conflict resolution, even peacemaking politicians! For more information visit: heartcoherence.com

Dan observes that our culture is virtually devoid of "bliss
wisdom" ? it is not taught in schools, endorsed by governments
or represented on TV. Read his "Conscious Kids: How to Teach
Bliss" new book: soulinvitation.com/consciouskids .Without
access to real BLISS process, the Optimum Immune Health
and Biological Immortality mechanisms inherent in our DNA
do not develop or mature. He points to the failure of conven-
tional science for not elevating BLISS to its rightful place in
our lives, and is dedicated to passing on both ancient knowl-
edge and modern discoveries.

A fascinating in-depth seminar will explore these mysteries
over four days of presentation, discussion, exercises and
experiential embodiment of the principles and practices called
"Hygiene for Sustaining Bliss" ? involving elements of diet,
ecological environment, synchronistic movement (kinesthetics)
& group bliss processes.

For the newspaper and magazine articles about Dan's presenta-
tion to 5000 young people at Rainbow Serpent Festival -
MUSICAL RECIPES TO BLISS without Drugs!  see
soulinvitation.com/rainbowserpent
For glossary (index to word meanings) and book lists - also see
the conclusion to Dan's 4th book: Implosion's Grand Attractor,

The Guardian ANGLE
“Nautilus” :

Squeezes you In
to FOCUS..
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Conscious Kids: Spiritual Path Based on Simple Science Young People
 Bliss-Ecstacy- Immortality Made Easy:

Chapter ONE: Science Now Knows- BLISS is the only way to Health & Immortality!

Introduction:
Science has now discovered
very basic reasons to be on a
spiritual path. As we traveled
around the world many
times in the past few years -
teaching Sacred Geometry
and the Science of Emotion
for Spiritual growth in
dozens of countries - one
thing has become clear. We
need the story about how to
get into the spirit life that
makes you immortal and
enlightened - written in
SIMPLE TERMS that
YOUNG PEOPLE and the
YOUNG AT HEART - can
understand and enjoy. This
book is dedicated to exactly
that.

You see - science has re-
cently realized that most of
the really fun parts of reli-
gion are actually correct!
It is wonderful to realize that
the spiritual revolution in
new science and physics -
has direct application
perhaps ESPECIALLY to
young people (and people
young at heart!). You can set
your DNA on fire (ignite it
to radiate) to make you
immortal! It is real science.
You can navigate among the
stars and see or feel what
happens inside and thru the

sun!
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We are going to talk about the science with nice pictures. You can study how to die in a way that makes your
memory live forever! It is all based on simple science. And perhaps most of all - you can for sure have BLISS -
ECSTACY and ENLIGHTENMENT in your own time - if you focus on a few simple new ways to live your life
.
The deep desire to get PEAK EXPERIENCE - or ECSTACY is healthy and even good for survival - it is
not a mistake. You were sure of that the first time you ever got off a roller coaster. Your eyes were perhaps
bigger than they had ever been before. You had felt a tingle all over, as your awareness came completely into
the present. When you experience acceleration - it compresses your attention. This is actually a deep clue to
what happens in your blood and genes as you get ready to die or have ecstacy successfully.

There is a nice connection between BLISS and ECSTACY compared to DYING well. This is one of the fun
mysteries we will talk about in this book.
The urge to have BLISS and ECSTACY - is not a mistake made by God. Just like pain is not a mistake
from God. Pain is your body offering to show you where added ATTENTION will restore the wave FOCUS
necessary to sort biology back into order.  Bliss and ecstacy actually produce something in your Genes and
Blood (your DNA) which makes you able to be sustained and immortal. (pictures coming up in this book on
this). In fact you can't really sustain a healthy IMMUNE SYSTEM (really healthy cells in your body) unless
you DO get BLISS and ECSTACY! The fact that so many young people end up using drugs to get BLISS and
ECSTACY is not a proof that deep bliss is evil. It is only a proof that if our society cannot teach young people
REAL BLISS practice- then our kids will risk DEATH to try to get it! And in fact - since without BLISS you
lose immortality - therefore you the young person IS ACTUALLY CORRECT TO BE WILLING TO
RISK DEATH RATHER THAN NOT GET BLISS!!

The fault is that our society made the mistake of believing that Bliss teaching is not important. This is wrong.
Recently we asked a young girl with twinkle in her eyes, in Austria - about what was her passion - what was her
bliss? She was telling about being in business school - and sounded pretty dull and not enthusiastic about that.
So it seemed right to ask  where was the fire in life for her-- what really got her juices going? She seemed
really intelligent and thought slowly about the question - where is your passion or bliss?
Then she said- "I really don't know what my bliss is." Next - after she thought even a little more she said: "And
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you know what- I never even knew that I am supposed  to know what my bliss is!!". So there's the 'rub' - the
drama. Many years of primary and secondary and then professional education - and never once did anyone tell
her to learn to FOLLOW YOUR BLISS!!

And yet this book clearly presents simple science to show that BLISS AND ECSTACY IS HOW YOU GET
HEALTH AND- HOW YOU GET IMMORTAL!
Therefore - the fault of young people getting messed up while trying to get BLISS (drugs and fast cars and
sex with no love - and so on) - actually lies mostly with a society ( school ) that does not know what bliss
is, why it is necessary in order to survive, and how to teach it in practice. This book is written to fix that
problem - which is very important - and at the heart of the matter.

Addiction is simply a wrong turn - in the attempt to make BLISS.  When a beer drinker finds a way to make the
brain wave music (neurofeedback) to attract charge (ecstacy science) that is the moment when his next drink of
beer will make him sick.  The brain wave music that MAKES bliss is a CASCADE of compression.
( Biofeedback - can heal addiction and Attention Deficit - see   soulinvitation.com/ritalin ).

 Bliss and enlightenment are simple science, not even complicated. They are required for evolution and immor-
tality. And they are about the highest and best reasons for living... BECAUSE THEY ARE EVEN MORE FUN
THAN DISNEY WORLD. (In fact once the people at Disney World actually learn what the science of bliss is -
they are going to rush to re-design the place. see soulinvitation.com/fusion ).
If you knew all the wonderful shaman who had gotten on a ride of waves inside their body and seen thru the sun
like it was an eyeball - and actually gone into the stars!!! - would you maybe put that on your wish list  OVER
Disney World? All of this is possible for you. It really is. The only trick is to understand a few simple principles
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(rules) which help get all these wonderful waves focused into your own body. How waves get attracted to want
to come in to your body - has a name: "IMPLOSION'S GRAND ATTRACTOR". (This is the adult book about
bliss - soulinvitation.com/newbook , and the manual for the course we teach). What's neat is - these rules about
waves getting attracted to you - actually do make YOU a GRAND ATTRACTOR - and that is really sexy!! (in
the nicest sense).

More about who this book is for:
This book is written intended for young people probably starting at around age 11 or older who really want to
understand about religion, bliss, ecstacy, spiritual path and life's meaning. It is good especially for young people
interested in science. This book assumes only that you are reasonably intelligent, and curious - but that you
don't need fancy words or degrees in science in order to understand SPIRIT in practical science. This book is
ALSO intended for adults who want the simplified introduction to all these subjects. It is for all who want a
playful, happy, easy way in to spiritual practice based on solid scientific rules for how bodies get into
ENLIGHTENMENT and BLISS .

The book does assume you can read pretty well, but tries to limit complicated words. So whenever we introduce
a word which is not common, we will try to tell about the word first (define it). Like for example - we want you
to know what a HOLOGRAM is and we want you to know what COHERENCE is - like laser light. But when
we use these words, we are going to tell stories to help you know what the word means. Also in the back  the
more advanced book, (Implosion’s Grand Attractor  - soulinvitation.com/newbook ) you will find the glossary
(list of words used) is fun to check out - there are pictures too -, and use like an index.
(continued p 9.)
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for the rest of this article-
see: Politics of Bliss at
soulinvitation.com/rainbowserpent

more at-
soulinvitation.com/rainbowserpent
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Thanks to Olaf - http://olaffalo.i.am   for these pics & for his help setting this up!

from Dan Winter  Nov 2002. Rainbow Serpent Festival, Melbourne -   soulinvitation.com/rainbowserpent

ROCK & RAVE: Ecstasy with Purpose?    New scientific understanding of what bliss and peak experience is
- re-defines "Bliss Dance" at festivals for the young - like the huge Rainbow Serpent in Australia.
Making Group BLISS is natural and necessary for health.

The key is to understand 1. that the recipes musically for
bliss / and peak experience are well documented.
soulinvitation.com/brainphire ( Brainwave EEG nest in Golden
Ratio during bliss / euphoria in Russian study) , Ref. 2.
How the Geometry of Pressure in Your TOUCH - Predicts
the Harmonics of EMOTION IN MUSIC- & LOVE? ,
Ref. 3. The musical key signature of the Heart EKG can
be taught to EMBED - and BLISSFULLY attract LIFE
FORCE GIVING CHARGE -- with a simple musical
feedback environment.. HeartTuner. ( heartcoherence.com )

Not only does this make bliss / euphoria and peak experi-
ence teachable as a science, but it reveals the powerful
and gravity making nature of biological implosion as
perfect compression - directly from the music of the heart.

Bio-feedback and sound direct from your Heart - can
replace the key missing brain wave harmonics to com-
plete the cascade (EEG) which we now know to be the
definition of BLISS and thus replace external drug addic-
tive with self-empowerment.

What we do in Earth Dance is prove that we can use
accurate sound harmonics from the HEART - WITH
sacred geometry AND biofeedback, to create a SELF
EMPOWERING ecstatic and bliss environment, in
which there would be no urge or need for drugs.

The sound
of the HEART

can also be
used to steer

the laser light.
Geometry

from a heart
on fire - linked
to the music -
can guide the

waves of
charge into

center -
 the world of

bliss.
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Is there a test for the end of this book - to prove you learned it?
The only test is whether you get bliss, ecstacy and enlightenment. And you are going to be surprised how easy it
is. And the nice thing is - only you give yourself the test - and you are the only one who ever gets to put a grade
on your own test - and decide if you passed. If you do pass, you get immortal memory, and you get to become
the gravity..and the center of stars! Really - no kidding.

The conclusion of this book - is a clear instruction to the professor of astronomy at college - that when their
children - ask the professor - AM I GOING TO GROW UP AND BECOME A STAR? The correct answer -
from carefully studied science is YES!!! If you don't believe me - keep reading and check out the pictures of
how blood and genes (DNA) actually MAKE GRAVITY!

Now what happens if you don't pass the test- and don't get to bliss and ecstacy and enlightenment? The neat
thing is that there is no real failure. If you try to put into practice even a few of the simple rules outlined in this
book - they are rules about simple practices for living clearly - then you will speed up the evolution of your
genes and awareness. What used to be called spiritual practice is really a name for tempting waves to center
themselves inside you so that you can steer them. This makes you think and feel and act - with more focus and
clearness and power.

These practices really turn out to be the long term self made solutions to things like ATTENTION DEFICIT and
ADDICTION.   ATTENTION is the fusion - the centering- of these waves we talk about. Coherent emo-
tion is the glue  (The Implosion)  that holds waves together.  ADDICTION is  simply a wrong turn on the
path to BLISS. Bliss  is the ultimate or perfected compression of attention (charge) - the perfect educator-
because charge attraction / implosion IS biological information.

 The simple electrical rules for how to get this CHARGE into yourself- which are the main ending of this book -
are helpful to everyone, and are carefully presented to be powerful and safe. They amount to what is called
HYGIENE.

Hygiene is named after the Greek God "Hygeia". You used to think that hygiene meant remembering to wash
your hands in the bathroom, and brush your teeth before bed. This is true, but hygiene for spiritual growing
actually extends to most everything you do everyday. You would be surprised how much fun it is going to be to
understand the DEEP REASON why so many old sayings and religions - actually have good science behind
them. Like Jewish people saying that meat with cloven (split) feet is bad to eat. (Like pork). Actually it is true
that the way electrical 'ground' or nesting of waves - goes up the foot of an animal with a split foot - actually
effects whether the meat delivers to you proper connection to Earth memory! (Earth messages are in ‘ground’)

Or have you ever wondered why you don't like drinking water out of a metal cup - or why you like your pizza
better from a wood oven than from a microwave? They are actually all very practical reasons why some of these
practices called HYGIENE - actually feed your spirit better. Once you understand deeply for yourself the real
PRINCIPLE or RULE underneath all these old sayings and religion - THEN YOU GET TO HAVE THE FUN
OF MAKING ALL DECISIONS FOR YOURSELF.

Deciding whether you make the decision inside or wait for someone to make all your decisions outside you, is
very much like the old question - Is God INSIDE or OUTSIDE of you? Those who believe that God is inside
your body are really saying that the force which steers waves around can be inside instead of outside your body.
This is very kool, because only STEERING OR NAVIGATING FROM WITHIN can work - at the moment of
death or bliss or ecstacy or enlightenment ( think of being the steering wheel in the center of a lightning bolt).
This book is about how you steer around things like tornados and your dream as if they were a bubble - and you
had to grab a hold of the vortex from the inside out.

You see, from the point of view of new science, creating matter out of light - is a matter of squeezing something
called CHARGE ( like being IN-CHARGE) into compression. When CHARGE (electrical waves) gets all
squeezed in one place, it stores up something called INERTIA. (Inertia is what happens when you spin a top or
a gyroscope - it begins to hold itself in place). This inertia is the definition or principle of what is called MAT-
TER or creation. SO...
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God or the creator is the one who knows how to squeeze or compress CHARGE! Where this gets really kool is
when you begin to see how your heart and your head learn how to squeeze or collapse waves of this CHARGE.
Because this creates the centering force which turns intense ATTENTION into RAPTURE AND BLISS AND
ECSTACY AND ENLIGHTENMENT.

What is the real MEANING of
SELF-EM-Powerment?
How can your aura begin to STEER
itself - like an egg with a twister
inside...?
Your aura becomes able to make its
own choice of direction - just like a
tornado does. Tornado’s are famous
among weather-people for choosing to
steer around to prevent killing people.
This means that they are SELF-
AWARE. The   tornado becomes self -
response-able (responsible) when - it
learns how to FEED ITSELF. It learns
the symmetry turns required to turn
inside out and feed itself. At that
moment it becomes SELF-AWARE.

We  will see later that this symmetry SLIP-KNOT recipe for turns (like learning to tie your own bow tie) -
creates the heart of hydrogen (in all atoms) - the heart of all people (the heart muscle) AND - the heart of the
sun. Pretty kool slip knot eh?

Implosion
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When you DO learn to squeeze CHARGE into yourself with success - that (BLISSFUL) ATTRACTIVE ABIL-
ITY is the difference between being SELF STEERING FROM WITHIN - versus always needing something
outside yourself to steer you (ADDICTION). This is because you steer your aura or bubble in BLISS or in a
dream or at death - just the way a jellyfish does.-- that is by controlling the direction of sucking and pushing in
a vortex (tornado) ! Once you learn how to make your own vortex tornadoes of charge attracting into your heart
- YOU BECOME SELF STEERING AND THE very PRINCIPLE OF CREATION! ( and the extra benefit is
this is the end of your need for parasites and addiction - and the end of believing you cannot steer the world,
and the end of waiting to be steered by something outside you)

Turning Inside-out again and again (called re-
cursive) - creates SELF-AWARENESS.. be-
cause it creates self steering! It happens when
the Inside (of your heart) becomes SELF-
SIMILAR (holds a real picture of someones
feelings OUTSIDE). In emotion this is the true
SHAPE and ORIGIN of COMPASSION (-
perfect COMPRESSION!). In Science and
Math - this shows as GOLDEN MEAN (.618) in
the music coming from the heart. This is called
the musical key signature of BLISS - FUSION -
IMPLOSION .. the neat stuff this book is
about.

. Making a picture INSIDE your heart which is
“SELF-SIMILAR” -that is a real shaping- to
what is outside (someone elses FEELINGS have

a real shape you can create inside) .. THIS IS COMPASSION - and THIS makes the “Fractal Attractor”
which is the rush you feel - that draws the outside in. (Perfect Compression).

idSp

See the deep interconnectedness of all things
where even your feelings have a direct influence on the environment

This becomes visible in music of the Heart using HeartTuner  heartcoherence.com
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Is this book about RELIGION? ( Are we going to step on the toes of your favorite Religion? )
This book is definitely NOT about religion. There is one area that religion and this book have in common
however. Religion talks about BLISS (using different terms like ENLIGHTENMENT , SAVING YOUR SOUL,
BEATITUDE, SAINTHOOD etc.). This book also talks about bliss. There is one important difference however.
This book uses ONLY SIMPLE SCIENCE to talk about these things - ENLIGHTENMENT and even IMMOR-
TALITY - as the result of SPIRITUAL WORK.

Take for example the Christian Church plan that says if your body never starts to smell after you die - then you
are a saint. Now we know exactly why in fact certain bodies do not decay after death. The reason is simple -
those bodies were more successful at attracting these waves of charge. As a result - the process of sucking in
this life force - prevents the cells from decaying (rotting and smelling - part of the not so fun aspect of dying).
We now know how to teach these principles of how to make your cells into better holders of charge (things like
live food and so on, which we get into later). So if you do all these things right about really glowing with this
charge (which include thinking very SHAREABLE ideas - feelings which are loving) - then your cells will
truly stay happy and glowing even after death. The thing is - the process of becoming sustainable (immortal) is
a science of charge - and should not be called a mystery - because IT IS NOT A MYSTERY! Once you stop
worshipping miracles and instead understand their principles - you become powerful and take control - instead
of becoming food for parasites.

There are some who would say that if you subtract MIRACLE WORSHIP and PERSONALITY WORSHIP
from RELIGION - the only thing left is practices to make BLISS. This may be true. After you read this book,
we will suggest you decide whether to reduce the amount of MIRACLE and PERSONALITY worship in your
life. Once you discover for yourself the PURE PRINCIPLES or RULES behind how waves in SCIENCE
MAKE BLISS FROM WITHIN - you might decide you don't need to worship some mystery or person outside
of you. Rather - you can simply go inside - AND BE THE DREAM! (because you understand how creation
really works among waves - AND you can do it yourself from within!).
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CHAPTER TWO: So how does creation really work - in simple terms - and what does this have to do
with me making bliss and ecstacy and enlightenment??

Let's do this in 2 parts. First let us ask waves how they create matter out of light. Then let's ask what is bliss and
ecstacy and enlightenment.

First - why should you want to know HOW creation happens? Why should you care about deep science or
physics? What does this have to do with getting bliss and enlightenment?

Well, science has recently gotten turned on to the idea that there is a simple shape of waves - which allows all
parts of the science of waves and matter to be gathered into ONE great simple whole picture. The PATTERN or
shape for waves- reflecting off each other - the name: SYMMETRY. - this word means: "It's all done with
mirrors!".

Symmetry for example talks about whether one side of your face is an example MIRROR image of the other
side. Symmetry for waves is deep and important because only when waves bounce in symmetry do they stay
alive. Scientists agree that creation is entirely about symmetry. If rules and principles about symmetry were put
together - they SHOULD be able to explain everything in science in ONE single system of waves.
And the name they give to this idea that there is one rule or principle that brings all the different parts of science
together - is called THE UNIFIED FIELD.

By this they mean that there is a way to see everything you observe as an unpacking of one simple rule happen-
ing inside one common substance or field ( or set of waves). When we talk about one common substance or
field - think of the universe as one HUGE bowl made out of only one kind of jello -which wiggles a lot - as
many different WAVES move around bumping in to each other.
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Different sizes and speeds of these waves have been called LIGHT and ELECTRICITY and GRAVITY. The big
problem of science and physics has been to figure out how THESE different shapes of waves (light, electricity,
gravity and so on) - COULD in fact be all made up of only the same unified stuff - or substance.
For example - you might have heard that there is a way to see light and electricity to be made of all the same

exact stuff -
just vibrating
slightly
differently.
But did you
know - that
there is a way
to see electric-
ity & light - to

be made of
exactly the same

stuff GRAVITY is
made out of!

It is actually kind of
neat - that even scien-

tists who you could
think usually weren't

smiling a lot - actually call
this UNIFIED FIELD prob-

lem- THE HOLY GRAIL OF
PHYSICS.

You see - Einstein - the most
famous scientist - PLUS most every great religion have

always insisted that the universe IS in fact ONE SUBSTANCE. The problem is that
Einstein and all the great religions have not yet
been able to work out the details of the rule that
explains HOW the universe could be made of
ONE thing only.
--

SECRET OF THE ATOMS AND CREATION
OUT OF DONUTS

Waves begin to store their pattern by going in
circles. They notice that the only waves that
survive and continue are the ones that keep
returning to the same center. This need to keep
finding one center - for waves - produces the one
thing that waves make when they self - organize..
a smoke ring - a donut.

Each donut is made of two tornadoes or twisters
or VORTEX. This is like two light cones that
meet in the center. Later the amount of spin
INERTIA stored in each vortex is  called an
ELECTRON.
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Later - these vortex pairs (pairs of tornados
nested) discovered the only way they could
survive when they were compressed to-
gether - was ..  TETRAHEDRON - CUBE -
OCTAHEDRON and so on.

This is how the PLATONIC SOLIDS (
these shapes)  AND - the ATOMIC TABLE.
(All the elements- everything in matter)
were formed.
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When these tornado twister vortex things nest this way- science started adding up the amount of  INERTIA  in
each cloud of their spin.
There are 2 twister vortex in ONE donut.
3 pairs of these (6) make a cube.
5 Pairs (10) nest in a DODECAHEDRON
7 Pairs (14) in an ICOSAHEDRON.
:Later on when you study CHEMISTRY remember this- because you will be the only one in class who knows
WHY nesting 2,6,10 and 14  ELECTRONS makes the whole TABLE of the ATOMS! You can even now know
how CHEMistry
and alCHEMy
got their name.

Khem was the
original name for
Egypt. Khem
means the place
of BLACK-ness.
It was named this
because the
leader - Thoth /
Hermes (son of
Enki - the RA in
ab-RA-ham ) -
had dark or black
nubian skin. His
blood was blue
black because he
was from Rigel in
Orion.  This
becomes the
reason Mary was
called the
BLACK
madonna - later -
(his children).
You can read the
whole story -
Return of Enki -
at
soulinvitation.com/
enki

Back to our story
of the origin of
KHEM-istry and
al- KHEM-y.
They are named because these are the study of how charge makes BLACK holes! (That is what IMPLOSION
and vortex have to do to make Gravity as we shall see). GOLD -the heart of  ALCHEMY - for example ar-
ranges these ELECTRON shells into a perfect 3D FRACTAL. (Icosa and Dodeca). And so GOLD is a perfect
way to suck charge into a black hole! GOLD plays a key role in the story of our ancestors genes as we shall see.

So this should get you interested in the PICTURES of how these vortex light cones - nested in 3D like GEOM-
ETRY - make ALL THE ATOMS!   Science teachers are correct when they teach you about waves of charge
making atoms in CHEM-istry. BUT - by not showing you enough pictures - usually they don’t tell you that your
mind - made of implosion among the same waves- was designed to be STEERING those TORNADOS.
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If you could really see inside matter for yourself- you might see what clairvoyants see.(people who see auras)
The Theosophy group Leadbearer who saw atoms work (pics on left) was later proven in SCIENCE! (“Psi
Perception of Quarks” by Phillips). Understanding how waves nest naturally by simple geometry gives you the
keys to move them - from inside your own heart.
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So - matter got made when vortex clouds learned to focus. This skill to focus and compress charge is the
secret of CREATION and how you get to steer tornados.(all of matter).  The  way in which charge waves
get to be compressed -to store the inertia we call matter or mass - is called PRECIPITATION. Later  we
study how to make rain.  It is always the wave pattern of IMPLOSION that starts the COMPRESSION
and HEART MAKING  - DIMPLE - process. This is how MIND arises out of WAVES.
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SECRET OF LETTERS AND ALPHABETS AND WRITING

-It was SO important to learn how to focus twisters to make donuts. This makes creation. So  we  had to learn a
way to compress charge inside. This process of taking the outside - into the inside - is called MAKING A

SYMBOL.. The purpose of making a SYMBOL is to “EMBED” the outside shape of waves - inside you.

When done properly - then the wave picture you make inside you - becomes SELF-SIMILAR (identical) to the
wave picture outside you. In science the best way to compress charge for a wave is - you guessed it - THE
GOLDEN MEAN SPIRAL.

The Golden  Mean spiral  is the only angle at which a wave can enter itself without hurting itself. This is called
SELF RE-ENTRY. The ability to re-enter self for a wave is called SELF-REFERENCE. This simply means the
ability to REFER TO YOURSELF. The ability to SELF-REFER is the definition of consciousness (The Vedas).
This is why the Golden Mean spiral base for waves compressing - is the origin of CONSCIOUSNESS  (self-
reference)- and the origin of CREATION PRINCIPLE ( perfect way to COMPRESS charge waves)
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Do you see a “Grail” cup in the center of this donut?
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If  we wrap seven regions around our donut, we can get each and all  of them to touch
each other!  A 7 color donut...., the real rainbow connection!
   And further, the golden mean spiral traces their boundaries!..
 So what we’ve done is said the universe as a big wave puddle comes up with the
donut as the only way to survive. Then the waves come up with the GOLDEN
MEAN, as the only way to interfere with each other CONSTRUCTIVELY.  So,
pulling our universal selves up by our own  bootstraps, we divide or sample (scien-
tists call this quantizing the continuum) the donut  WITH THE GOLDEN SPIRAL, to
solve the seven color map problem.
We’re getting close to  the origin of the alphabet....

The top
view is the

same golden
spiral map.

The

ways, they ADD
& MULTIPLY
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ray-ment
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Golden Mean spiral wrapped around donut, top view

So this is how we got A B C - the letters of the alphabet. We were learning the tilt angles of approaching donut
waves (called DOMAINS). By learning how to steer the INERTIA of those waves in compression - effectively -
we were learning how to STORE the inertia - therefore creating matter out of light. Alphabet symbols were a
way to find your angle quickly to allow you to become the gravity center of approaching tornados. Remember -
all of science is made of nothing but these tornados (wormholes,’strings’). Learning to steer into them- by
COMPRESSing well - was what alphabet was designed to do (called - to em-BED ).

For the complete story with playful animating of the origin of the alphabet from the Golden Spiral (called
FLAME LETTER) on the donut - see     http://spirals.eternite.com

It is important to visualize  this clearly so that you can become the creator -the one who uses the tilt symmetry
(language) of light. If you dream in the (symmetry tilt of donut fields) language of LIGHT - then your dreams
come true! This is because the hologram inside your body starts to fit (lock into) the hologram OUTSIDE!

To Symbolize is
to MAKE COMPRESSIBLE -

because
 symbolizing is the process

of taking INSIDE you
what WAS - OUTSIDE YOU!

When the picture inside
 contains all the symmetry

information of
what WAS outside -

then your wishes CREATE
the world (by the science of

COHERENCE).

 The math is clear:
Golden Mean

is the perfect tool
to compress!

In original words:
TO SYMBOLIZE

IS TO EMBED (nest inside).

other views make an alphabet of symmetry..  angle-ish.
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The font, or burning fountain is our  abc's..., like a
cookie cutter extruding light domain donut bubbles onto
membranes.. memory. These are accurate computer pro-
jections of the self-organizing golden spiral delineating
the self organizing 7 color symmetry map off the self
organizing torus. To make our "font", they are just tilted
or "phase locked" into the self organizing "alphabet"
symmetry.
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From Hollow-gram to HOLO-GRAM: a light lesson in language.
Once there was a lady who’s mirror and magnifying glass in her purse were too heavy to carry. She had a
scientist change them into a hologram instead. (A hologram is a 3 dimensional -not flat- picture made out of
only coherent light).
But when she got home she discovered she could not see HERSELF - in her new mirror and magnifying glass.
Only she could see mirrored and magnified other objects INSIDE the hologram.

This is correct science - mirrors in holograms will reflect only things inside and not outside their own holo-
gram.

This is the same problem your visual brain has to make your dreams come true! This is because the way your
brain makes vision pictures inside your head is JUST LIKE A HOLOGRAM (see “Holographic Brain” book).

SO how can you get items inside a hologram - sharing energy with object outside the same hologram? This is
how to make your visions become true .

Photons are donuts - which when TILTED ACCURATELY - become coherent. You see the pictures here that
truly the TILT of these light donuts is exactly what is the ORIGIN OF ALPHABET LETTERS. If  you get some
of the correcct COHERENT light with the same ‘tilt’ (called ‘phase angle’) of the ORIGINAL LIGHT used to
make the hologram......   then the lady could again see herself in her own mirror!  This - origin of alphabets - is
truly the way to make the hologram inside you - get in touch with the hologram OUTSIDE your head. MAT-
TER- the word outside the inside of your head- is just a hologram with a weight problem.

  Visions come true the same way charge waves when compressed MAKE MATTER. This is called precipita-
tion - in science and in magic!

What is kool - is that making alphabet letters out of Golden Mean in the best sc ience to compress charge -
into ‘phase’ or into patterns that reach between holograms inside your head!

Alphabets teach your inner pictures or IMAGINATION - to compress charge - and make you the CREATOR!
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 ——  Now look again at how this spiral gets the best map off the donut

Notice how views of this sample spiral off the donut, seem like pieces of the alphabet!?
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  Now,  having laid this spiral on the donut, we seem to have
a good handle on how this donut tilts!

    Notice how this donut is like “Adam’s” apple..

top view
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Using the flow form of the self organizing Golden Mean Spiral,
wrapped around the self organizing torus donut shape of all photon and electric light
fields...   we track the angle or "phase" of nesting fields into symmetry (that is matter)
 using Alpha-Bet letters.   Since these donut shaped elements of symmetry or tilt which we
have named Alphat-Bet   are like  glass beads lined up in a  certain string, creating by focus,
(or braiding)    fields which  can stand in the light is called "The Glass Bead Game".
Make them turn (EL)-and guage  them.

Next we look at the relation between letters and alphabets which use
SACRED GEOMETRY - the GOLDEN SPIRAL -- to the same pattern
in the DNA in your BLOOD...  all to better understand BLISS as
CHARGE WAVES getting COMPRESSED.
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This symbol
for both "H"
and "Pi",
literally
"squares the
circle,  making
turning or spin

possible

The "he" sound as in here and hence and he connote in a profound sense,
literally the turning... or the presence which turn or spin creates.
So the Hebrew letter HE as in YOD HE VAU HE, means amorphous
and space filling..(breathes most base and unformed pressure wave)..
maleness.
The making of mass, by creating a circle,
the line of light created inertia.. mass.

The "L".. a turning point..

If our kindergardners begin learning the alphabet from the geometry set that MADE the letters in the first
place...
1. they will never need to memorize their letters by rote. Instead learning ONE PRINCIPLE  will be enough to
recreate any forgotten member of the symmetry set alphabet.
2. when they reach chemistry study years later, the symmetry groups (subshells)  s,p,d,f which make the atomic
table completely, will already be known to them by the same rule which taught them to read !
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3. the process of thinking through the symmetry laws which enable letters to fit together to make words, will
eventually be refined to exactly iterate the symmetry laws which allow donut shaped fields (which are the
elements of every form- subatomic to intergalactic) to CREATE anything.

    This image called "Ray's Trace" is from
The Alphabet Game. The child learns the
 bubble  symmetry associated with his name.
In the laws written in the alphabet of the
symmetry of donuts (Adam's Apple), the
universe DOES consist of everything that can
be named! Word making power is the ability
to nest symmetry.

     The idea which needs to reach schools is simple. The
process of creation: managing chaos, is no more arbi-
trary or less self organizing than the origin of symbol
making itself.  The role of symbol in making possible
consciousness occurred when some condition outside a
“membrane” could be represented  inside.  The set of
field nestedness which comprise any substance outside the
membrane (the self), are completely described (quantized)
by the set of symmetry operations which allows that
something outside of me, to stand as wave.  Thus what
group theory and quantum mechanics have proven is that
(re)creation resolves to the elements of symmetry.
      To bridge the separateness from self to not/self required holding in memory (in symmetry) the turns of mind
(focus) which held together the field called a “part-I-call”.
      To put it in simpler terms (turns),  the living cell learns that the ultimate elements which cook up the stuff
happening outside the membrane resolves to the recording of a few simple symmetry operations which create
everything... (most especially the membrane itself... folds are symmetry/memory/membrane “Structural Stabil-
ity and Morphogenesis”  cell membranes are the allowable phase symmetry,  nested standing waves.)

   Now, supposing you are not a philosopher on the question of the totally quintessential meaning of symmetry
in physics. You are simply interested in the question: “how does language and learning happen ?”
    (Un?)Fortunately your dilemna must still  end up in the same slip-(k)not as the fundamental fizzisist:  “what-
ever done this, was SELF-ORGANIZING?!?! “
     Learning for a preschooler will be exactly as wonderful as creating matter out of light, when we realize the
point at which either process becomes self-organizing.
     Karl Pribram “Language of the Brain” says the visual brain is a hologram of waves   ..synapsing, sparks
darting about.   Matter (what thoughts “grasp”) is also a hologram, only denser... more tightly phase locked.
What is the point at which the hologram (vision or mass) becomes self-organizing?   What is the point at which
thoughts swap momentum (info) from objects?  What is the point at which one light hologram (ideas in the
brain), interacts energetically with another denser hologram (matter)?
     The answer to all   these laser like questions is the same:
WHEN ‘PHASE DISCIPLINE’- (donut tilt symmetry) IS LEARNED!  (prepare the field)

The origin of learning and language and matter, DO get us to the same question:   at what point..

      Our recording devices for symbol-making are a bit flat or 2 dimensional. Basically we use flat pieces of
paper on which to record what is happening up there in 3D. It like reaching from flatland, 2 worlds of spin, up
into the next dimension.  In order to leap across the dimensions of spin, we had to sample or take a part (part I
call it), of the whole donut.


